Question - Answer Relationship

The Dance of Life
Sanderlings: Traveling Birds

Read each question, and label it with one of the four types of QARs. Then answer the question. Remember that the four types of QARs are:

In the Book: Right There
In the Book: Think and Search
In My Head: On My Own
In My Head: Author and Me

1. What do sanderlings eat?
   QAR type: __________________________________________
   Answer: ____________________________________________
           ____________________________________________

2. What was the main idea of the article?
   QAR type: __________________________________________
   Answer: ____________________________________________
           ____________________________________________

3. Where do sanderlings live in the summer?
   QAR type: __________________________________________
   Answer: ____________________________________________
           ____________________________________________

4. What other kinds of animals migrate?
   QAR type: __________________________________________
5. How might sanderlings protect their eggs from the cold and from other animals?

**QAR type:** ______________

**Answer:** ______________

Now write another question about the text. Label it with the type of QAR. Then answer your own question!

**My question:** ______________

**QAR type:** ______________

**Answer:** ______________